
The designs etched on this shell pendant travel up the
beaded strands and chains, while light dances along
the sunstone like rhythmic waves in the night.
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Moroccan Dreams

Step 1: Cut the chain into one 18" length, two 3⁄4" lengths, and
seven 11⁄2" lengths. Cut the beading wire into one 22" length
and three 18" lengths.

Step 2: Attach the three 18" pieces of beading wire to one half
of the clasp using 1 crimp tube. Use each wire to string 10 size
15°s and 1 size 13°, placing the size 13° randomly. Use all
three wires to string 1 rectangle. Repeat fifteen times, omit-
ting the final rectangle. Use all three wires to string 1 crimp
tube and the other half of the clasp. Pass back through the
tube and crimp.

Step 3: Use 11⁄4" of copper wire to form a wrapped loop that
attaches to one half of the clasp. String 1 rondelle and form
a wrapped loop that attaches to a 3⁄4" length of chain. Repeat,
making sunstone rondelle links between each, to connect seven
11⁄2" chains, one 3⁄4" chain, and the other half of the clasp.

Step 4: Attach 22" of beading wire to one half of the clasp using
a crimp tube. String one end of the 18" chain and 9 size 13°s;
pass through the chain, skipping 1 link. String 9 size 13°s; pass
through the chain, skipping 1 link; repeat twenty-three times.

Step 5: String 9 size 13°s, 1 rondelle, 9 size 13°s, and the top
hole of the pendant. String 13 size 13°s, 1 rondelle, and 1 size
13°. Pass back through the rondelle. String 13 size 13°s and

MATERIALS
15g amber size 13° charlotte seed beads
15g matte brown size 15° seed beads
12 faceted 6mm sunstone rondelles
15 faceted 5×12mm sunstone rectangles
45×50mm shell pendant
4 copper 2mm crimp tubes
12mm copper toggle
30" of copper chain with 5mm links
14" of copper 24-gauge wire
76" of .010 beading wire

TOOLS
Wire cutters
Round-nose pliers
Chain-nose pliers
Crimping pliers

FINISHED SIZE: 15"

RESOURCES: Check your local bead shop for these materials or
contact: Shell pendant: Lillypilly Designs, www.lillypillydesigns.com.
All other materials: Bead Cache, (970) 224-4322.
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pass back through the top hole of the pendant. String 9 size
13°s and pass back through the rondelle above the pendant.
String 9 size 13°s and repeat Step 4, reversing the sequence. Y
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